
CHAPTER 6  

The ‘Sanction of Precedent’: Publishers 
and Political Dissent in Central Europe 

During the Age of Revolution 

James M. Brophy 

Scholars have long fashioned the printing press as an ‘agent of change’ 
to disseminate new ideas, new knowledges, and new habits of mind.1 

Whether addressing the Reformation, the Scientific Revolution, or the rise 
of rights-bearing citizenship ideals, the printing press figures prominently 
in the master narratives of modernization.2 For such historians as Roger

1 My thanks to Judith Pollmann, Henk te Velde, and Till van Rahden for their help in 
revising this essay. 

2 The literature for this topic is too large to cite. Cf Elizabeth Eisenstein, The Printing 
Revolution in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); 
Mark U. Edwards, Printing, Propaganda, and Luther (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1994); Michael Warner, Letters of the Republic: Publication and the Public Sphere in 
Eighteenth-Century America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990); and Seth 
Cotlar, Tom Paine’s America. The Rise and Fall of Transatlantic Radicalism in the Early 
Republic (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2011). For the public sphere’s role 
in sustaining the ancien régime: Timothy Blanning, The Culture of Power, the Power of 
Culture. Old Regime Europe, 1689–1789 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
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Chartier and Robert Darnton, the book trade set the ancien régime in 
ferment; the high and low roads of the Enlightenment shook the stability 
of absolutist governance.3 Jürgen Habermas similarly deployed the public 
sphere as an ideal type to explain the printed word’s transformative impact 
on modern selfhood. The reading of imaginative and periodical literature 
enabled propertied burghers to reflect on affairs as a ‘reasoning public’. 
For Habermas, the new mental interiority gained through fiction and 
literary debate developed in turn political deliberation; journals, gazettes, 
newssheets, and fliers called into life an Öffentlichkeit that redefined polit-
ical order and the rules for sustaining it. Equally crucial, the dynamic 
interaction between oral and print culture during the Age of Revolu-
tion widened the remit of participatory politics, introducing alternative 
political viewpoints into the print matter of non-elite classes.4 Without 
recourse to print culture and its circuits of communication, the Age of 
Revolution and its emergent forms of citizenship are virtually impossible 
to interpret.5 

But the self-evident centrality of print for modern political behaviour 
often obscures the social history of reading and, in particular, the book 
trade, an economy stamped from earlier centuries. Whereas histories of 
publishing generally feature innovation and change, this essay takes a

3 Roger Chartier, Lydia Cochrane (trans.), The Cultural Origins of the French Revo-
lution (Durham: Duke University Press, 1991); Robert Darnton, The Business of 
Enlightenment. A Publishing History of the Encyclopédie, 1775–1800 (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1987); and Robert Darnton, The Forbidden Bestsellers of 
Revolutionary France (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1996). 

4 Jürgen Habermas, Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit. Untersuchung einer Kategorie der 
bürgerlichen Gesellschaft,. rev. ed. (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1990); for the cognitive trans-
formation from orality to textuality: Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy, 2nd ed. (London: 
Routledge, 2002). For a correction of the stark binary of print/oral and the persistance 
of oral cultures to reside within print culture: Ivan Illich, In the Vineyard of the Text 
(Chicago: University of Chicago, 1993), 93–114. 

5 This discussion omits the important medium of rumour and oral communication of 
city, village, and countryside. See, for example, Arlette Farge, Grete Osterwald (trans-
lator), Lauffeur in Paris. Die Stimme des Volkes im 18. Jahrhundert (Stuttgart: Klett, 
1993); Regina Schulte, Das Dorf im Verhör. Brandstifter, Kindsmörderinnen und Wilderer 
vor den Schranken des bürgerlichen Gerichts (Hamburg: Rowolt, 1989); and Tobias Kies, 
‘Hörensagen. Gerüchtekommunikation und lokale Öffentlichkeit im frühen 19. Jahrhun-
dert’, in Moritz Follmer ed. Sehnsucht nach Nähe. Interpersonale Kommunikation im 
Deutschland seit dem 19. Jahrhundert (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 2004). 
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reverse tack to examine how the continuities and customs of a pre-
modern industry abetted modern participatory politics.6 For a volume 
of essays that examines how existing political practices, local civic habits, 
and other ‘residual powers’ shaped and promoted sociopolitical change 
during the Age of Revolution,7 publishers constitute an intriguing case 
study of a merchant class. Overcoming distance, political borders, and a 
host of commercial obstacles, they promoted a ‘second print revolution’ 
that featured the reform impulses of the eighteenth century.8 ‘Without 
the book dealer’, writes one historian of publishing, ‘the Enlighten-
ment is inconceivable’.9 But book merchants and their credo of open 
knowledge became increasingly implicated in matters of social stability 
during the late Enlightenment. Various fields of knowledge bled into 
state affairs. The control of political commentary reached its apex in 1806 
when Napoleon ordered the execution of Johann Philipp Palm, a Nurem-
berg book dealer, for selling a denunciatory pamphlet against French 
rule. Yet booksellers pushed back against heightened forms of censor-
ship, and their success largely derived from the practices of their trade. 
To illuminate this collective behaviour, this essay focuses on three political 
dimensions of their profession: the strategies of previous generations to 
mitigate censorship; the role of decentralized print markets for circulating 
forbidden print; and, finally, the instrumentality of bookstores for shaping 
civic practices. The actors and practices that fostered a print culture of 
dissent tell us much about how the era’s new citizenship ideals penetrated 
Central Europe and beyond. Indeed, the Age of Revolution’s relationship 
to Central Europe remains under-researched. Although the transoceanic 
transfer of goods and ideas in the Atlantic basin remains a hallmark of the 
age, the epoch’s print circuits also extended eastward, recasting political

6 For a recent critique of Germany’s antiquated book trade, see Ronald A. Fullerton, 
The Foundations of Marketing Practice. A History of Book Marketing in Germany (London: 
Routledge, 2016). 

7 The thematics of this volume are obviously indebted to E. P. Thompson and his 
social history of politics; see, among others, The Making of the English Working Class 
(New York: Vintage, 1966); Customs in Common (New York: New Press, 1991). 

8 Frédéric Barbier, Histoire du livre (Paris: Armand Colin, 2006), 132–164; and Paul 
Raabe, ‘Buchproduktion und Lesepublikum in Deutschland 1770–1780’, Philobiblon 21 
(1977), 2–16. 

9 Paul Raabe, ‘Der Buchhändler im achtzehnten Jahrhundert in Deutschland’, in Giles 
Barber and Bernhard Fabian eds., Buch und Buchhandel in Europa im achtzehnten 
Jahrhundert (Hamburg: Hauswedell, 1977), 272. 
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culture in Central and Eastern Europe.10 How print markets in Germany 
and the Habsburg territories both promoted and impeded the circulation 
of political knowledge tells us much about the dissemination of the age’s 
intellectual impulses and its infrastructure of opinion formation. 

Censorship and the Repertoire of Circumvention 

The incursions of the Karlsbad Decrees (1819) against the freedoms of 
speech, press, and assembly mark well the Restoration Era’s reactionary 
strains. But book merchants confronted modern censorship regimes with 
a determined pragmatism, for censorship had long been a fact of life.11 

In fact, their resolute opposition to modern censorship constitutes a 
key form of cultural patrimony from the ancien régime. In the early 
modern period, generations of printers regularly sold forbidden books in 
semi-legal ways. As Christine Haug has noted, ‘in the German-speaking 
territories – in comparison to France – the trade with forbidden reading 
material was not concealed and hidden but, rather, took place in semi-
public spaces, a peculiarity that derived from numerous individual states 
and their political frontiers whose porosity should not be underesti-
mated’.12 German federalism invited publishers to develop a formidable 
repertoire of tricks, which included counterfeit imprints, phony invoices, 
commissioned printings, prepublication subscriptions, shrewd middlemen 
at book fairs, reliable smuggling routes, clever packing techniques, and 
flat-out bribery. This repertoire enabled publishers and book dealers to 
publish, commission, and distribute forbidden material with a calculability 
that promised profit. Because publishing enjoyed a semi-autonomous 
economic status, the manufacture and transport of printed sheets in 
oversized barrels and crates permitted publishers to move contraband 
with relative ease. Over the course of the eighteenth century, such

10 For the cross-cultural exchange in Western and Eastern Europe, see the extraordinary 
study of Richard Stites, The Four Horsemen. Riding to Liberty in Post-Napoleonic Period 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014). 

11 Cf. Botho Plachta, Damnatur – Toleratur – Admittitur. Studien und Dokumente zur 
literarischen Zensur im 18. Jahrhundert (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1994). 

12 Christine Haug, ‘Einleitung. Topographie des literarischen Untergrunds im Europa 
des 18. Jahrhunderts. Produktion, Distribution und Konsumption von ‘verbotenen Leses-
toffen’’, in Christine Haug, Franziska Mayer and Winfried Schröder eds., Geheimliteratur 
und Geheimhandel in Europa im 18. Jahrhundert (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2011), 10. 
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circumventions of censorship eroded cultural insulation and reconfigured 
print circuits for the new century.13 The transnational flow of infor-
mation quickened after 1760, producing new incentives for translating 
forbidden foreign texts. With even more demand for Western Euro-
pean texts in the early nineteenth century, printers drew on generations 
of experience to contest supervision. They accommodated their inher-
ited repertoire of circumvention under new political circumstances and 
continued to smuggle and print illegal tracts with surprising boldness.14 

This transnational legacy of the eighteenth-century book trade, especially 
when viewed at the local level, proved invaluable for oppositional political 
cultures of post-Napoleonic Europe. 

The strategies and practices of publishers in Central Europe reflect a 
broader European experience. If the political fragmentation of Italy offers 
parallels to Germany’s publishing landscape, especially with its range 
of censorship regimes, larger patterns of censorship in the eighteenth 
century also emerge. Research on France, Spain, Germany, and Austria 
reveals a European trend of censors pursuing a modus operandi of nego-
tiation, more than outright proscription, with authors and publishers.15 

13 Jeffrey Freedman, Books without Borders in Enlightenment Europe. French Cosmopoli-
tanism and German Literary Markets (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2012); Karin Angelike, Louis-Françoise Mettra. Ein französischer Zeitungsverleger in Köln 
(Cologne: Böhlau, 2002); Christine Haug, Franziska Mayer and Winfried Schröder eds., 
Geheimliteratur und Geheimhandel in Europa im 18. Jahrhundert (Wiesbaden: Harras-
sowitz, 2011); Wilhelm Haefs and York-Gothart Mix eds., Zensur im Jahrhundert der 
Aufklärung. Geschichte—Theorie—Praxis (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2007); Hans-Jürgen Lüse-
brink and Rolf Reichardt eds., Kulturtransfer im Epochenumbruch. Frankreich-Deutschland 
1770 bis 1815 (Leipzig: Leipziger Universitätsverlag); and James M. Brophy, ‘The Second 
Wave. Franco-German Translation and the Transfer of Political Knowledge, 1815–1850’, 
Archiv für Geschichte des Buchwesens 71 (2016), 83–116. 

14 August Prinz, Der Buchhandel vom Jahre 1815 bis zum Jahre 1843. Bausteine zu 
einer späteren Geschichte des Buchhandel (Altona: Verlags-Bureau, 1855). 

15 Norbert Bachleitner, Die literarische Zensur in Österreich von 1751 bis 1848 (Wien: 
Böhlau, 2017); Carla Di Carlo, Il libro in Bendetto XIV. Dall ’domestica libraria’ alla 
biblioteca universale (Bologna: Patron, 2000); Lucienne Domergue, Censure et lumière 
dans l’Espagne de Charles III (Paris: Éditions du C.N.R.S., 1982); Lucienne Domergue, 
La censure des livres en Espagne à la fin de l’Ancien Régime (Madrid: Casa de Velázquez, 
1996); Haefs and Mix eds., Zensur im Jahrhundert; Raymond Birn, Royal Censorship 
of Books in Eighteenth-Century France (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2012); and 
Daniel Roche, ‘La police du livre’, in Henri-Jean Martin and Roger Chartier eds., Histoire 
de l’édition française, 4 vols., vol. 2, Le livre triumphant, 1660–1830 (Paris: Fayard, 1990), 
99–109.
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Domenico Bruni’s study of Tuscan censors illuminates the common 
dilemma of regulatory principles clashing with free-market policies. On 
the one hand, censors guarded state laws and church morals in a collab-
orative manner that swung between coercion and consent; on the other, 
the Tuscan government promoted the expansion of print markets, whose 
wider range of publications necessitated additional policing.16 In 1840, a 
contemporary noted that Italian censorship ‘presses heavily on all sorts of 
publications, much more so than in Germany’.17 Unauthorized reprinting 
was also rampant throughout Western and Central Europe, but publishers 
in Dublin and Philadelphia similarly flouted copyright laws to reprint the 
Scottish Enlightenment in the anglophone Atlantic basin.18 As the ‘book-
shop of the world’, early modern Dutch publishers were the consummate 
experts in trading books and newsprint across borders, banned or other-
wise, which particularly aroused criticism in France and England.19 

Presses in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Leiden, and The Hague rolled out 
books that French authorities had banned; ‘livres de Hollande’ included 
Jansenist literature, court chronicles, and erotic political satires, and these 
books also provoked worry in Central Europe.20 In fact, the cultural 
transfer between the Netherlands and the middling regions of Germany 
during the Dutch golden age helped launch the Jena-Weimar area as

16 Domenico Maria Bruni, ‘Con regolata indifferenza, con attenzione costante’. Potere 
politico e parola stampata nel Granducato di Toscana (1814–1847) (Milan: FrancoAngeli, 
2015). For the role of leading Tuscan political newspapers and their publishers in the 
Revolution of 1848, see Jan-Pieter Forßmann, Presse und Revolution in der Toskana 1847-
49. Entstehung, Inhalte und Wandel einer politischen Öffentlichkeit (Wien: Böhlau, 2017). 

17 M. Henry Meidinger, ‘An Historical and Statistical Account of the Book Trade, Part 
II’, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 3: 4 (1841), 376–386; quote: 378. 

18 Richard Sher, The Enlightenment & the Book. Scottish Authors and Their Publishers 
in Eigtheenth-Century Britain, Ireland, and America (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 
2006), 443–502. 

19 Joop W. Koopmans, Early Modern Media and the News in Europe. Perspectives from 
the Dutch Angle (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 301; Lotte Hellinga e.a. eds., The Bookshop of the 
World. The Role of the Low Countries in the Book-Trade 1473–1941 (’t Goy-Houten: Hes & 
De Graaf, 2001); and Arianne Baggerman, Publishing Policies and Family Strategies. The 
Fortunes of a Dutch Publishing House in the 18th and Early 19th Centuries (Leiden: Brill, 
2004). 

20 Jonathan Israel, ‘The Publishing of Forbidden Philosophical Works in the Dutch 
Republic (1666–1710) and their European Distribution’, in Lotte Hellinga e.a. eds., The 
Bookshop of the World. The Role of the Low Countries in the Book-Trade 1473–1941 (’t 
Goy-Houten: Hes & De Graaf, 2001), 233–243. 
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a print centre.21 The fictitious publishing house of ‘Pierre Marteau, 
Cologne’ also typifies the genius of Dutch publishers for using a counter-
feit imprint to circulate hundreds of French-language polemics and sedi-
tious treatises throughout Western and Central Europe.22 During the last 
half of the eighteenth century, Habsburg censorship lists ranked Marteau 
as the leading imprint of banned literature.23 Although known mostly for 
French-language materials, the false imprint also served German-language 
publishers and readers, producing hundreds of titles between 1680 and 
1860. During the nineteenth century, ‘Peter Hammer, Köln’ continued 
the tradition as an impressum for drama, travelogues, and grammars but 
also for critical commentaries on post-revolutionary politics.24 Coun-
terfeit imprints pervaded the early modern era and provided modern 
publishers with an essential prototype.25 After 1814, the legal confusion 
about copyright, reprinting, and the degrees of press freedom prevented 
effective policing in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, thereby 
pushing the tradition into the new era. King Willem’s use of premiums 
to promote the export of unauthorized reprints only exacerbated the 
international tension.26 

That hundreds of booksellers participated in an extensive network of 
forbidden commerce also speaks to an attitude of liberality inherited from

21 Holger Zaunstöck and Erdmut Jost eds., Goldenes Zeitalter und Jahrhundert der 
Aufklärung. Kulturtransfer zwischen den Niederlanden und den mitteldeutschen Raum im 
17. und 18. Jahrhundert (Halle: Mitteldeutscher Verlag, 2012); and Christine Haug, ‘Das 
hallesche Verlagsunternehmen Johann Justinus und Johann Jacob Gebauer. Ein Baustein 
zur transnationalen Buchhandels- und Verlagsgeschichte im 18. Jahrhundert’, in Daniel 
Fulda and Christine Haug eds., Merkur und Minerva. Der Hallesche Verlag Gebauer in 
Europa der Aufklärung (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2014), 24. 

22 Margaret Jacob, ‘The Clandestine Universe of the Early Eighteenth Century’ http:// 
www.pierre-marteau.com/c/jacob/clandestine.html [consulted on June 22, 2020]. 

23 Bachleitner, Literarische Zensur, 87; the list of most forbidden books covers the years 
1754–1791. Marteau had 70 banned titles. Two other Dutch firms (La Compagnie and 
Rey) stood in the top six, with 60 and 29 titles respectively. 

24 Karl Klaus Walther, ‘Die deutschsprachige Verlagsproduktion von Pierre 
Marteau/Peter Hammer, Köln. Zur Geschichte eines fingierten Impressums’, http:// 
www.pierre-marteau.com/c/walther/marteau/set-1.html [consulted on June 22, 2020]. 

25 For central European markets, see Emil Weller, Die falschen und fingierten Drucko-
rten. Repertorium seit Erfindung der Buchdruckerkunst unter falscher Firma erschienenen 
deutschen Schriften (Leipzig: Falcke und Roessler, 1858). 

26 Janneke Weijermars, Stepbrothers. Southern Dutch Literature and Nation-Building 
under Willem I, 1814–1834 (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 50–67. 

http://www.pierre-marteau.com/c/jacob/clandestine.html
http://www.pierre-marteau.com/c/jacob/clandestine.html
http://www.pierre-marteau.com/c/walther/marteau/set-1.html
http://www.pierre-marteau.com/c/walther/marteau/set-1.html
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the early modern period. In this context, the term does not denote a fixed 
ideological doctrine, which would emerge after 1812 or so, but rather 
an eighteenth-century disposition of tolerance, open-mindedness, and a 
pervasive belief in reason and knowledge.27 Just as eighteenth-century 
Britons deployed ‘liberal’ as an adjective for high-minded gentry inclined 
to moral reform and community service, leading German publishers 
increasingly fashioned themselves as cultural agents effecting moral good. 
After all, they undertook the necessary financial risks to create a national 
literature that served as the bedrock of Germany’s Kulturnation.28 The 
shift in identity from commercial merchant to cultural broker took place 
sometime after the 1760s.29 The memoirs and manifestos of publishers 
stressed their education, probity, and business acumen to champion 
knowledge and reason.30 Pervading this self-identity, too, was the noble 
sentiment that the printed word enlightened and liberated. ‘Never has 
a statesman’, wrote a Frankfurt book merchant in 1792, ‘had such 
direct influence on the welfare and misery of humanity as do book deal-
ers’.31 In fashioning themselves as brokers of information and promoters 
of progress, publishers espoused the unfettered circulation of letters. 
Whether or not they endorsed the viewpoints of Locke, Volney, Rousseau,

27 Helena Rosenblatt, The Lost History of Liberalism. From Ancient Rome to the Twenty-
First Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2018). See, too, Annelien de Dijn’s 
Freedom: An Unruly History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2020). There 
were, of course, dishonest book dealers—so much so that authors in the late eighteenth 
century attempted a cooperative Selbstverlag to forego publishers as middlemen: Reinhard 
Wittmann, Geschichte des deutschen Buchhandels, 2nd ed. (München: Beck), 161–173. 

28 Cf. Friedrich Christoph Perthes, Der deutsche Buchhandel als Bedingung des Daseyns 
einer deutschen Literatur (Gotha: n.p., 1816). 

29 See Pamela Selwyn’s astute discussion on the generational differences between 
Philipp Erasmus Reich and Friedrich Nicolai, Everyday Life in the German Book Trade. 
Friedrich Nicolai as Bookseller and Publisher in the Age of Enlightenment (University Park: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2000), 25. 

30 Friedrich Nicolai, Über meine gelehrte Bildung (Berlin / Stettin: Nicolai, 1799); 
Wilhelm Fleischer, Die Wichtigkeit des Buchhandels. Bei Eröfnung [sic] eines Kunstbuch-
handels (Frankfurt am Main: Gutenberg, 1791); Perthes, Der deutsche Buchhandel; Johann 
Adam Bergk, Der Buchhändler, oder, Anweisung, wie man durch den Buchhandel zu 
Ansehen und Vermögen kommen kann (Leipzig: Die Expedition des europäischen Aufsehers 
1825; reprint, Heidelberg: Winter, 1983); and Karl Buchner, Die Bildung des Buchhändlers 
(Berlin: Duncker, 1830). 

31 Wilhelm Fleischer, Über bildende Kunst. Kunsthandel und Buchhandel im Hinsicht 
auf Menschenwohl. Glaubensbekenntnis eines Kunst- und Buchhändlers (Frankfurt am Main: 
Fleischer, 1792), 3. 
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or Thomas Paine, they defended their right to be read. Subsequent gener-
ations reflexively replicated the argument. And because the cachet of 
‘forbidden’ lured readers, the argument came easy. 

The Enlightenment’s mindset of liberality stamped many publishers. 
For Julius and August Campe, the German Aufklärung ran directly 
through their uncle, Joachim Heinrich Campe, the renowned pedagogue, 
publicist, and dictionary maker; and his legacy extended to the Vieweg 
and Brockhaus firms through marriage. Friedrich Nicolai, a lion of North 
German publishing, was a central figure of the Berlin Enlightenment, 
but many other eighteenth-century firms (e.g., Weidmann, Unger, Cotta, 
Voss, Vieweg) promoted the translation of English and French belles 
lettres and philosophy that enriched Germany’s late Enlightenment. The 
aspirations of a constitutional nation state during the Napoleonic Wars 
furthermore stamped the engagement of Georg Andreas Reimer in Berlin, 
F. A. Brockhaus in Leipzig, Heinrich Campe in Nürnberg, Carl Gerold in 
Austria, and Heinrich August Pierer in Altenburg. A subsequent genera-
tion advanced the constitutional revival of the 1830s in Western Europe, 
Germany, Poland, and Hungary. At economic and personal risk, the firms 
of Otto Wigand, Philipp Reclam, Gustav Heckenast, C. F. Leske, and 
Heinrich Hoff promoted liberal and democratic constitutional arguments. 
It is fascinating to observe how otherwise lawful-minded burghers so 
consistently flouted the law. Here the ‘sanction of precedent’ held sway.32 

Booksellers had traded illegal books for generations and continued to do 
so. 

The political fragmentation of the Holy Roman Empire aided the 
circulation of forbidden literature. The empire’s complex of territories 
produced porous borders along with a bewildering array of censorship 
laws that ranged from lax to severe. In 1814, Friedrich Perthes, with a 
good dose of hyperbole, underscored the tradition of a free press because 
of the empire’s legacy of limited power, which devolved far-ranging 
juridical independence on its principalities, duchies, counties, bishoprics, 
and free imperial cities. ‘Germany always had the most complete freedom 
of the press’, he wrote, ‘in fact and in deed, because anything that was 
banned in Prussia could be printed in Württemberg, anything that was 
banned in Hamburg could be printed ten steps away in Altona. No

32 I borrow the term ‘sanction of precedent’ from Eric Hobsbawm, ‘Introduction. 
Inventing Traditions’, in Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger eds., The Invention of 
Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 2. 
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book remains unprinted and undistributed’.33 Perthes ignores much harm 
rendered by censorship, but it remains true that the German Confedera-
tion (1815–1866) never imposed a coherent uniform system. Twenty-one 
years later, a commentator ratified Perthes’s observation: ‘What can’t be 
printed in Saxony, passes the grade in Prussia; what doesn’t get an impri-
matur in north Germany receives it with ease in southern Germany’.34 

It is this enduring fact that made post-publication bans (usually imposed 
by Prussia or Austria through the Diet of the German Confederation) 
highly ineffective. As Franz Hugo Hesse, a Prussian jurist and state coun-
cillor, remarked in 1843, ‘every book dealer’s daily experience confirms 
the fact that bans on sales of individual books are illusory and serve 
more to increase circulation than to prevent it’.35 Many small-scale 
publishers similarly found ways to foil governmental claims on control. 
Prussia, for example, coerced the Baden government to try Heinrich 
Hoff, a Mannheim publisher, for treason in 1847 because of explicit anti-
monarchical lyrics in a songbook. Not only did a jury acquit Hoff, but 
the notoriety also helped bookshops in Magdeburg, Breslau, Coblenz, 
Posen, and Münster sell the song collection.36 The lack of coordination 
among states, compounded by sympathetic courts and juries, raised the 
confidence of publishers to smuggle. 

Such success might have diminished censorship’s impact, but it 
certainly did not nullify it. Joseph Graf von Sedlnitzky, Vienna’s police 
president and chief censor, expressed one vein of conservatism when 
stating that ‘a people educating themselves’ marked ‘the first stage of 
revolution’.37 In this spirit, officials in Central Europe surveilled book

33 Quoted in Eckharth Hellmuth and Wolfgang Piereth, ‘Germany, 1760–1815’, in 
Hannah Barker and Simon Burrows eds., Press, Politics, and the Public Sphere in Europe 
and North America, 1760–1820 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 69–92, 
here 79. 

34 Johann Goldfriedrich quoting Wohlfahrt’s ‘Über Censur’: Friedrich Kapp and Johann 
Goldfriedrich, Geschichte des deutschen Buchhandels, 4 vols. (Leipzig: Börsenverein, 1909– 
1923), IV, 255. 

35 Franz Hugo Hesse, Die preussische Pressgesetzgebung, ihre Vergangenheit und Zunkuft 
(Berlin: Schroeder, 1843), 47; Kapp and Goldfriedrich, Geschichte, IV, 254. 

36 Geheimes Staatsarchiv Preußischer Kulturbesitz (hereafter GStAPK), I. HA Rep. 101 
E Lit L, Nr. 23; James M. Brophy, ‘Heinrich Hoff and the Print Culture of German 
Radicalism’, Leipziger Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichte 19 (2010), 71–116, here 93–94. 

37 Inge Kiesshauer, ‘Otto Friedrich Wigand’, Leipziger Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichte 1 
(1991), 155–188, here 157. 
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dealers, imprisoned publishers, banned authors, and, in some cases, 
brutally mistreated them. Friedrich Ludwig Weidig, co-author of the Der 
Hessische Landbote, underwent months of mental and physical abuse by 
Hessian officials following his arrest. When Weidig was found dead in his 
cell in February 1837, contemporaries regarded the tragedy alternately as 
suicide or murder. His mistreatment endured as a cause célèbre for liberal-
democratic critiques of the Restoration’s injustice.38 Less fatal, but no less 
dramatic, were the fines, confiscations, and prison sentences that hounded 
authors and publishers. The eleven-year confinement (1836–1847) of 
Gottfried Eisenmann, the liberal Würzburg editor, for advocating consti-
tutional liberalism and press freedom was severe by any measure. Julius 
Campe, the Hamburg publisher, surveyed more typical fates of his 
colleagues in a letter to Heinrich Heine in 1833: 

... in Württemberg, Seybold got six months in the clink and his publisher 
got three; in Frankfurt the book dealer Carl Körner also got six weeks, 
because he merely sold a couple of brochures on the side. The printer 
Volkhart in Augsburg received a nine-year jail sentence, because he 
published two pieces from Grosse, even though he pleaded under oath that 
he neither read nor intuited their contents. And so many other examples 
that are at hand that I dare not recount.39 

Such prison sentences remind us of censorship’s oppression. Between 
1750 and 1850, the Habsburg state censored over 50,000 books, a

38 Wilhelm Schulz, Der Tod des Pfarrers Dr. Friedrich Ludwig Weidig. Ein akten-
mäßiger und urkundlich belegter Beitrag zur Beurteilung des geheimen Strafprozesses 
und der politischen Zustände Deutschlands (Zürich / Winterthur: Literarisches Comp-
toir, 1843); Friedrich Nöllner, Aktenmäßige Darlegung des wegen Hochverrats eingeleiteten 
gerichtlichen Verfahrens gegen Pfarrer Dr. Friedrich Ludwig Weidig (Darmstadt: C. W. 
Leske, 1844); Martin Schäfer, Nachträgliche aktenmäßige Mittheilungen über die poli-
tischen Untersuchungen im Großherzogthum Hessen, insbesondere diejenigen gegen Pfarrer 
Dr. Weidig (Giessen: Georg Friedrich Heyer, 1844); Wilhelm Schulz and Carl Welcker, 
‘Geheime Inquisition’, in Censur und Kabinetsjustiz im verderblichen Bunde. Schlussver-
handlung mit vielen neuen Aktenstücken über den Prozess Weidigs (Karlsruhe: G. Braun, 
1845); Walter Jens, ‘Geleitwort’, in Hans Adler ed., Literarische Geheimberichte. Protokolle 
der Metternich-Agenten. Band 1, 1840–1843 ed. Hans Adler (Cologne: Leske, 1977) xiv; 
and Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 41 (1896), 450–453. 

39 Quoted in Christian Liedtke, ‘Solche Bücher lässt du drucken?’ Literaturbetrieb 
und Verlagswesen im Vormärz. Vorwort’, in Christian Liedtke ed., Literaturbetrieb und 
Verlagswesen im Vormärz (Bielefeld: Aisthesis, 2011), 17 (emphasis in original). 
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number that conceals stories of privation, imprisonment, exile, isolation, 
and cultural stagnancy.40 

Against this forbidding background, the confidence of book merchants 
to move contraband is all the more remarkable. Their fortitude is partially 
explained by another long-standing practice: the custom to negotiate with 
officials. Publishers and censors knew one another, often frequented the 
same social circles and clubs, and therefore mostly conducted the busi-
ness of redaction with civility. Leipzig’s leading publishers, for example, 
participated in the city’s Censorship Collegium, the principal body that 
superintended censorship procedures, which advocated a light supervi-
sory hand to sustain the city’s status as a printing metropole.41 Censors 
were also authors. Jakob Grimm (Hessen), Aloys Blumauer (Austria), 
and Friedrich Bülau (Saxony) doubled as civil servants who handled 
manuscripts with care and respect. With such men, printers negotiated 
revisions to mitigate damage. State files are replete with instances of minis-
ters rebuking censors because of their laxity, enabling a surprising degree 
of political criticism to pass through government filters.42 Saxon files 
reveal instances when censors worked more with publishers than against 
them to convey the author’s intended political message.43 

40 For the Austrian experience, see Bachleitner, Literarische Zensur, 93–191. 
41 Sächsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv Dresden (hereafter SHSA), MdI, 10736, Nr. 278e, Bl. 

171–177; Nr. 278g, Bl. 25. 
42 Prussia, argues Bärbel Holtz, was too parsimonious to execute the job properly. Over-

worked Landräte and other officials also reviewed literature, just as the members of the 
Ober-Censur-Collegium, the highest organ of regulation, were ministers with demanding 
portfolios. At both levels, the exponential rise in print matter pushed the workload to 
impossible limits. The demand for quick decisions undercut careful assessment, producing 
shoddy work: Bärbel Holtz, ‘Preußens Zensurpraxis als politisches Kulturphänomen’, in 
Bärbel Holtz ed., Der preußische Kulturstaat in der politischen und sozialen Wirklichkeit, 
Vol. 6, Preußens Zensurpraxis von 1819 bis 1848 in Quellen, 2 vols (Berlin: de Gruyter,  
2015), 1–105. 

43 The cooperative spirit of Friedrich Bülau, a censor and professor of state sciences, 
landed him in trouble. See, for example, the trouble surrounding Gustav Bacherers’ 
Süddeutsche Rufe aus Nord-Deutschland (Leipzig: Festi, 1839); Sächsisches Staatsarchiv 
Leipzig (hereafter SStAL), 20024, Kreishauptmannschaft Leipzig, Nr. 4120, Bl. 23, 31– 
35; SStAL, 20024, Kreishauptmannschaft Leipzig, Nr. 4120, Bl. 9-11v. For rebukes 
regarding the authorization of Der Salon in August 1839 and the Constitutionelle 
Staatsbürgerzeitung in November 1830: Bl. 40, 45; for Gustav Bacherer and Ferdinand 
Philippi’s Landtagsblätter für constitutionelles Sachsen: Sächsisches Staatsarchiv Leipzig, 
20024, Kreishauptmannschaft Leipzig, Nr. 4120, Bl. 47, 62. Heinrich Brockhaus 
subsequently hired Bülau in the 1840s to edit his Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung.
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The social status of publishers also brought benefits when entering 
urban courts. Municipal judges and juries were often sympathetic with 
publishers when state officials impounded books, especially when confis-
cation amounted to financial loss.44 In this juridical space, one notes 
the persistence of local power to negotiate its interests over regional 
and national concerns. But state judges, too, reversed the orders of 
ministers, including the Prussian judiciary, which checked arbitrary police 
action well into the 1860s.45 Where juries existed, as was the case in 
Western Germany and in many municipal courts, publishers had excellent 
chances of either winning their case outright or reducing the sentence to 
a tolerable fine.46 Because Rhenish states still used the Napoleonic Code, 
numerous editors and publishers resettled in the Palatinate or in Baden 
to take advantage of juried trials. Of course, harsh censors also made the 
lives of editors and publishers miserable—think of Marx’s tirades against 
his Cologne censors47 —but the cliché of draconian gatekeepers obscures 
the more frequent pattern of open-ended exchanges between state offi-
cials and publishers who brought varying degrees of dissent to market.48 

Austria reveals a similar trend. In spite of increasing numbers of censored 
works over the first half of the nineteenth century, the percentage of 
books in the fully banned category (damnatur) declined over time, from 
85 per cent in the 1790s to 33 per cent in 1841–1845. Applying milder

44 See SHSA-Dresden, 10736, Nr. 278e, for numerous court cases in which Leipzig 
printers sought restitution and received it. 

45 Michael Behnen, Das Preußische Wochenblatt (1851–1861) (Göttingen: Muster-
schmidt, 1971), 24–25; and Eberhard Naujoks, Die Parlamentarische Entstehung des 
Reichspressegesetzes in der Bismarckzeit (1848/74) (Düsseldorf: Droste, 1975), 23–26. 

46 Palatinate juries routinely defended the Hambach publishers and authors in the early 
1830s; for Heinrich Hoff’s success in Mannheim, see Brophy, ‘Heinrich Hoff and the 
Print Culture of German Radicalism’, 93–94. 

47 Cf. Karl Marx, ‘Bemerkungen über die neuste preussische Censurinstruction’, in 
Marx-Engels Gessamtausgabe I/1 (Berlin: Dietz, 1975), 97–118; Ferdinand Bernays, 
Schandgeschichten zur Charakteristik des deutschen Censoren- und Redaktorenpacks. Censor 
Fuchs und die Führer der servilen Presse (Strassburg: Schuler, 1843). 

48 Matthew Bunn, ‘Censorship is Official Critique. Contesting the Limits of Scholarship 
in the Censorship of the Hallische Jahrbücher’, Central European History 47: 2 (2014), 
375–401; for the ability of publishers to push back, Holtz, ‘Preußens Zensurpraxis als 
politisches Kulturphänomen’; James M. Brophy, ‘Grautöne. Verleger und Zensurregime 
im Vormärz’, Historische Zeitschrift 301 (2015), 297–346. For a broader view of German 
governments’ censorship policies and their limits, see Peter Jelavich, ‘Metamorphoses of 
Censorship in Modern Germany’, German Politics and Society 27 (1992), 25–35. 
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forms of censorship to increasing numbers of texts was ‘a desperate 
attempt to rescue what could still be rescued’.49 

When publishers didn’t get their way in their home city, they sought 
the censor’s stamp in other towns. Georg Andreas Reimer, the Berlin 
publisher who was denied the right to publish the second edition of 
Fichte’s Reden an die deutsche Nation, went so far as to buy the Weid-
mann firm in Leipzig to escape Prussia’s full control over his publishing 
list. Altenburg, a small duchy not far from Leipzig, was the favourite 
option for publishers (e.g., Brockhaus, Wigand, Reclam, Campe) who 
didn’t get their way with local censors. Other postage-stamp duchies like 
Sachsen-Meiningen and Sachsen-Thüringen cultivated mild censorship 
practices to draw business and thereby secure bread-winning occupa-
tions. Such mid-size states as Braunschweig, Württemberg, and Bavaria’s 
Palatinate also promoted printing industries, condoning copyright piracy 
and permitting liberal periodicals and lexica to draw entrepreneurs. The 
cameralism of small German states offered benefits to publishers looking 
for loopholes. Carl Joseph Meyer struck a deal with his duke in Sachsen-
Meiningen to convert a monastery into a printing factory. With the 
promise of employing local workers throughout the year, the Saxon 
duchy permitted Meyer to print a vast list of literature and non-fiction.50 

Prussia and Austria banned his newspapers and other books, but a post-
publication ban rarely stopped a book from crossing borders into book-
shops. Julius Campe quipped that books in Austria cost approximately 25 
per cent more because of bribery, but neither customs officials nor the 
police ever prevented Austrian readers from gaining access to forbidden 
literature.51 Franz Grillparzer, the noted Austrian author, confirmed the 
point. The circulation of forbidden literature, he noted in his autobiog-
raphy, ‘was never so common as in Austria’, remarking that cabbies openly 
read banned pamphlets atop their hackneys.52 

49 Bachleitner, Literarische Zensur, 132. 
50 Heinz Sarkowski, Das Bibliographische Institut. Verlagsgeschichte und Bibliographie 

1826–1976 (Mannheim: Bibliographisches Institut, 1976), 42. 
51 Christian Liedtke, ‘Julius Campe und das ‘österreichische System’. Unbekannte 

Buchhändlerbriefe zum Verlagsverbot von 1847’, Literaturbetrieb und Verlagswesen im 
Vormärz, 133. 

52 Quoted in Bachleitner, Literarische Zensur, 136.
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Regardless of how scholars may gauge and interpret censorship’s 
degrees of repression, the subversive power of markets merits notice.53 

Preventive censorship could not keep in step with print markets. In the 
1840s, the censorship regimes of Prussia, Austria, and the Confederation 
buckled under the unrelenting consumer demand for political informa-
tion and through the savoir faire of printers to meet it.54 The information 
order of the Restoration, designed to serve authoritarian government and 
constrain participatory politics, proved untenable. The reasons for this 
failure are numerous, but among them loom certain customary practices 
of the book trade: an attitude of liberality that viewed banned texts as an 
essential part of its profession; an inherited repertoire of circumvention 
that enabled publishers to exploit loopholes; the bonds of trust among 
book merchants to make, swap, and sell illegal print wares; and, not least, 
the widespread network of publishing that rendered political frontiers 
ineffective. The latter point merits our attention. 

A Decentralized Publishing Landscape 

The success of book dealers to circumvent state regulation derived greatly 
from the Holy Roman Empire’s federalist political character, which lent 
the industry its polycentric character. Unlike the centralizing and consol-
idating trends in French and British publishing, where Paris, London, 
and Edinburgh dominated all rivals, German publishers settled in most 
regions of Central Europe and doubled in number over the first decades 
of the century, from 339 in 1805 to 519 in 1820 to 1340 by 1840.55 

53 Renewed theoretical interest in censorship has stressed discursive unruliness, thus 
confounding any straightforward gloss on cultural regulation. Cf. Judith Butler, Excitable 
Speech. A Politics of the Performative (London: Routledge, 1997); Robert Post, ‘Censor-
ship and Silencing’, in Robert Post ed., Censorship and Silencing. Practices of Cultural 
Regulation (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1998); Beate Müller ed., Zensur 
im modernen deutschen Kulturraum (Tubingen: Niemeyer, 2003); Gabriele B. Clemens 
ed., Zensur im Vormärz. Pressefreiheit und Informationskontrolle in Europa (Tübingen: 
Jan Thorbecke, 2013); and Matthew Bunn, ‘Reimagining Repression. New Censorship 
Theory and After’, History and Theory 54: 1 (2015), 25–44. 

54 Following the Revolution of 1848/49, post-publication review and litigation 
launched a new regulatory era: Anna Ross, Beyond the Barricades. Government and 
State-Building in Prussia, 1848–1858 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019), 167–193. 

55 Wittmann, Geschichte des deutschen Buchhandels, 220; for similar figures, Alberto 
Martino, Die deutsche Leihbibliothek (Wiesbaden: Harassowitz, 1990), 152; and Kapp and 
Goldfriedrich, Geschichte, IV, 457.
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Table 6.1 Leading Print Centres, 1765–1805 and 1837–1846 (number of 
printed works) 

City 1765–1805 1837–1846 City 1765–1805 1837–1846 

Leipzig 5556 16,634 Basel 266 662 
Berlin 2423 11,515 Altona 259 473 
Vienna 1235 4894 Stuttgart 259 4814 
Halle 1154 1082 Gotha 257 860 
Frankfurt/M 1137 2892 Munich 240 2105 
Nürnberg 972 1953 Mannheim 239 571 
Hamburg 890 2411 Ulm 237 497 
Göttingen 787 860 Giessen 228 515 
Breslau 569 2205 Königsberg 227 639 
Augsburg 466 1234 Dessau 224 218 
Dresden 459 1243 Magdeburg 214 1186 
Jena 445 933 Weimar 214 997 
Prague 389 1088 Erfurt 208 678 
Brunswick 338 1377 Salzburg 207 209 
Erlangen 332 734 Altenburg 199 463 
Hanover 319 523 Lemgo 191 * 
Strasbourg 317 648 Riga 182 280 
Zürich 295 913 Bremen 178 557 
Tübingen 274 645 Bern 177 656 

As Friedrich Schiller noted in 1797, ‘No capital and no one court exer-
cises tyrannical influence over German taste’. 56 To take the Thuringian 
region around Weimar and Jena as one example of a decentralized media 
centre, over 230 publishers established themselves in 30 towns between 
1800 and 1830.57 A list of publishing sites confirms the vast expanse of 
Central European printing (Table 6.1).58 

Because the book trade exchanged print matter in kind until the 1760s, 
every bookstore was also a print shop, which necessitated that a book

56 Friedrich Schiller, Sämmtliche Werke, 2nd ed. (München: Hanser, 1960), 475. 
57 Haug, ‘Das hallesche Verlagsunternehmen’, 24; Christine Haug, ‘Der Weimarer 

Verleger Friedrich Justin Bertuch (1747–1822) – ein ‘merkantlistischer Napoleon’ aus 
der Provinz. Bericht über die Forschungsergebnisse des DFG-SFB ‘Ereignis Weimar-Jena. 
Kulturraum um 1800’, Leipziger Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichte 15 (2006), 359–393. 

58 Kapp and Goldfriedrich, Geschichte, III, 471–472; IV, 455. 
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dealer swap books with other dealers. (The first exclusive retail book-
shop arrived in 1796 with Friedrich Perthes’s store in Hamburg.59 ) The  
typical Verlagsbuchhandlung combined retail with modest print opera-
tions and humble publishing lists. They cooperated with hundreds of 
other book merchants who accepted each other’s books on both credit 
and commission to stock their stores with more titles to attract sales. 
Transhipment centres in Leipzig, Frankfurt a.M., Berlin, Stuttgart, and 
Vienna facilitated this process, providing hubs to distribute print mate-
rial throughout the German Confederation, the Habsburg Empire, and 
beyond. The spread of printing operations signalled a robust industry, 
but such vigour should not disguise the modest scale of most printers, 
who achieved middle-class sustenance by combining their own print wares 
with other imported goods to attract customers. Calendars, almanacs, 
popular science, how-to literature, devotional tracts, maps, and fiction 
were typical stock in trade—but flyers, broadsides, local gazettes, and 
political pamphlets also joined lists. 

With Germany’s polycentric publishing trade, the dual function of 
production and sale had political import. In dozens of small towns, 
hand presses disseminated viewpoints on local political matters. Because 
mass newsprint emerged in Germany later than in England and France, 
Germany’s fragmented news industry generally receives poor marks from 
historians.60 But one should not necessarily infer political complacency 
or immaturity from the persistence of gazettes and Intelligenzblätter. 
Not only did they connect regions with a national public, as Holger 
Böning has argued; they also framed local affairs as sites of significant 
political activity.61 Responding to demand, hundreds of local newssheets 
spawned political awareness that, in turn, whetted appetites for dissenting 
pamphlets and newssheets. In Württemberg, for example, ‘a flood of

59 Raabe, ‘Der Buchhändler’, 289–290. 
60 Cf. Jörg Requate, Journalismus als Beruf. Entstehung und Entwicklung des Jour-

nalistenberufs im 19. Jahrhundert (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1995); Kurt 
Koszyk, Deutsche Presse im 19. Jahrhundert. Geschichte der deutschen Presse Teil II (Berlin: 
Colloquium Verlag, 1966). The emergence of such national dailies as the Hamburgische 
Correspondent, Augsburg’s Allgemeine Zeitung, the  Kölnische Zeitung, the  Leipziger Allge-
meine Zeitung animates historians, whose anticipation of a mass press typically generates 
invidious comparisons with France and England. 

61 Holger Böning, ‘Aufklärung und Presse im 18. Jahrhundert’, in Hans-Wolf Jaeger 
ed., Öffentlichkeit im 18. Jahrhundert (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1997), 
151–163; Hellmuth and Piereth, ‘Germany’, 69–92. 
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publications inundated the public sphere’ between 1815 and 1819 to 
debate the king’s attempt to promulgate a constitution.62 By 1830, 
Württemberg listed 148 papers, 90 of which stood under censorship 
because of their right to convey political news.63 These papers were 
often no more than four-page octavo weeklies, but they provided outlets 
for critical voices and nurtured a market for additional pamphlets about 
local elections and transregional affairs.64 Such brochures as Voices of 
the Württemberg People, Spoken by their Newly Elected Deputies (1832), 
Constitutional Catechism: Conversation of a State Official and an Elector 
about Württemberg’s Parliament, (1833), and A Historical Sketch of the 
Sixty-Four-Day-Dissolved Parliament in Württemberg (1833) show the 
willingness of local printer-booksellers to issue small runs of political 
pamphlets to turn a profit.65 Invaluable for the eighteenth century, the 
pamphlet further retained its communicative role in the Napoleonic Era 
and during the Restoration, when the stringent censorship of periodical 
literature necessitated one-time commentaries, chronicles, and polemics, 
which often escaped rigorous preventive review. Entwining local and 
national reportage enabled printers to mediate dissent in various scales. By 
vernacularizing broader impulses of political rupture (revolutions, consti-
tutions, popular sovereignty), tracts about local politics domesticated and 
familiarized the language and literacy of citizenship. Connecting one

62 Georg Eckert, ‘Royal Opposition against the Ancien Régime. The Case of Württem-
berg’, in Michael Broers and Ambrogio Caiani eds., A History of the European Restorations. 
Vol. 1: Governments, States and Monarchy (London: Bloomsbury, 2019), 135. 

63 Hauptstaatsarchiv Stuttgart (hereafter HStAS), E 63/3, Bd. 1, 1 January 1833. 
Hans-Ulrich Wehler cites lower figures for German-language newspapers: 371 in 1826, 
which doubled to 688 at the start of 1848. The principal centres of newspaper production 
were Berlin (117), Leipzig (77), Vienna (22), and Stuttgart (18): Deutsche Gesellschafts-
geschichte. Vol. 2,  Von der Reformära bis zur industriellen und politischen ‘Deutschen 
Doppelrevolution’ 1815-1845/49 (Munich: Beck, 1989), 528–529. 

64 Critical voices included Friedrich Seybold, Gottlob Franckh, Heinrich Elsner, 
Wilhlem Hauf, Gottlob Fink, Franz Kottenkamp, Rudolph Lohbauer, and Carl Spindler— 
among others. 

65 For Stimme des württembergischen Volkes, ausgesprochen durch seine neugewählten 
Abgeordnete: HStAS E 146 Bü 4746, 30 January 1833; for copies of Gespräch eines 
Oberamtmanns in Esslingen, Reutlingen, and Ravensburg: HStAS E 146, Bü 4753, 25 
and 27 April 1833; for Heinrich Elsner’s Abriss der Geschichte des 64 tägigen aufgelösten 
Landtags in Württemberg from printer and binder in Cannstatt: HStAS E 146, Bü 4755, 
29 April 1833; for Verfassungscatechismus, printed by an assistant typesetter in Lorch, 
HStAS E 146 Bü 4747, n.d. 1833. 
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public realm with another, readers synchronized local experiences with 
broader political movements. 

Hessen’s print culture of dissent in the Vomärz period follows this 
pattern. On the one hand, printers from Marburg, Hanau, Frankfurt, 
Mainz, and Offenbach published books, papers, and pamphlets that 
responded to the dramatic events of the early 1830s: the July Revo-
lution, Belgian independence, the Polish insurgency of 1831, and the 
Hambach Festival of 1832, Germany’s first modern mass political demon-
stration.66 Through the clever appropriation of such genres as juvenilia, 
lexica, and almanacs, publications critiqued Germany’s insipid consti-
tutionalism.67 Along with other forbidden flysheets, book dealers also 
circulated censored manifestos from J.G.A. Wirth, Franz Stromeyer, and 
Jakob Siebenpfeiffer, which heralded the Hambach Festival’s demands 
for constitutional unity and press freedom.68 Two additional festivals 
in Wilhelmsbad and Bergen following the Hambach demonstration 
affirmed the region’s bond to the liberal-democratic cause, and the Hanau 
publisher Friedrich König published song booklets for the events.69 

Yet flysheets and pamphlets also focused on local Hessian conditions. 
Friedrich Ludwig Weidig, a pastor with deep democratic sensibilities, 
penned Lamps and Lamplighters for Hessen, or the Hessian Emergency 
Militia, five serialized flysheets that agitated for local reform through 
parliamentary activism.70 Heinrich Christian Flick’s To the Hessian Electors

66 The transfer of defeated Polish rebels from Poland through Germany to France was a 
sensation, which Hessian publishers exploited: Carl Neyfeld, Polens Revolution und Kampf 
im Jahre 1831 (Hanau: König, 1833); Friedrich Funck, Bem oder Empfang der Polen zu 
Frankfurt am Main (Hanau: König, 1832); and Julian Szortarski, Skizzen aus Polen. Aus 
der Brieftasche eines polnischen Offiziers (Frankfurt am Main: Streng & Schneider, 1832). 

67 Wilhelm Sauerwein, ABC-Buch der Freiheit für Landeskinder (Hanau: König, 1832); 
anon. [Friedrich Funck et al.] Bauern-Conversation-Lexikon (n.p., n.d.); Karl Buchner, 
Der deutsche Volksbote (Offenbach: Brede, 1833). 

68 Cf. Elisabeth Hüls, Johann Georg August Wirth (1798–1848). Ein politisches Leben 
im Vormärz (Düsseldorf: Droste, 2004). The banned flyers were An meine Deutschen. 
Aufruf eines Deutschen an seine Bruder; Aufrufe an die Volksfreunde in Deutschlande; and  
Was wir wollen und wie wir’s wollen. 

69 Festlieder. Wilhelmsbad am 22sten Juni 1832 (1832); Vier Volkslieder gesungen bei der 
Feier des Maifests zu Bergen (1832). 

70 Friedrich Ludwig Weidig, Leuchter und Beleuchter für Hessen oder der Hessen Noth-
wehr. Freimund Hessen ed. Erstes Blatt (Darmstadt: Den Patriotischen Buchhandlungen, 
January 1834); Weidig, Leuchter und Beleuchter Zweites Blatt (February 1834); Weidig, 
Leuchter und Beleuchter Drittes Blatt (March 1834); Weidig, Leuchter und Beleuchter
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and To the Hessian Estates also exhorted local reform, just as the satirical 
songsheet, Mr. Thil with the Iron Brow, mocked the Hessian minister for 
the unlawful assault that accompanied his house searches.71 

Carl Preller, the co-owner of the Brede’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung in 
Offenbach, joined this circuit, printing local flysheets, a banned news-
paper, and, in particular, The Hessian Country Messenger (Der Hessische 
Landbote). This eight-page political pamphlet by Friedrich Ludwig 
Weidig, mentioned above, and Georg Büchner, the polymath medical 
student, playwright, and Jacobin, radicalized local grievances in trenchant 
rhetoric. Two editions in July and November 1834 redirected plebeian 
anger towards revolt and democratic government. The brochure mani-
fests influences of Thomas Paine, August Blanqui, St. Simon, Gracchus 
Babeuf, Hugues-Félicité Lamennais, and other Western radicals, thereby 
marking a watershed transfer of Western democratic thought, but the 
pamphlet also tapped the region’s own residual radicalism to mobilize 
farmers, artisans, and labourers.72 Weidig’s biblical language and Refor-
mational allusions invoked traditions of righteous revolt and ratified the 
logic of popular sovereignty.73 Hence when Weidig convened liberals 
and democrats in July 1834 and called for a ‘society of the under-
ground press’ to distribute political flysheets, he not only tapped the 
liberal-democratic impulses of the Hambach Festival but also sharpened 
its radical implications. Equally important was the readiness of artisans (a 
printer in Offenbach and a typesetter in Marburg) to print two editions. 
Alongside its intended local audience, the pamphlet achieved a wider

Viertes Blatt (March/May 1834); and Friedrich Ludwig Weidig and Sylvester Jordan, 
Leuchter und Beleuchter. Freimund Hessen ed. Fünftes Blatt (October 1834).

71 Heinrich Christian Flick, ‘An die Hessichen Wahlmänner [Februar 1834]’ (Frankfurt, 
1834); Heinrich Christian Flick, ‘An die hessischen Stände [April 1834]’ (Offenbach am 
Main, 1834); and Carl Flach, Friedrich Ludwig Weidig and Georg Büchner, Herr Du-Thil 
mit der Eisenstirn und Schreinermeister Kraus in Butzbach (Offenbach, 1834). 

72 For an overview of the print culture that contributed to the Landbote, see  Burghard  
Dedner ed., Georg Büchner. Der Hessische Landbote. Marburger Ausgabe, Band 2.1: 
Text Editionsbericht, Erläuterurng; Band 2.2.: Dokument und Quellen (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2013); see also James M. Brophy, ‘Der Hessische 
Landbote and the Landscape of Radical Print, 1830–1834’, in Markus May, Udo Roth 
and Gideon Stiening eds., ‘Friede den Hütten, Krieg den Palästen’. Der Hessische Landbote 
in interdisziplinärer Perspektive (Heidelberg: Winter Verlag, 2016), 67–94. 

73 A republican catechism from 1819 also circulated in the region: Friedrich Wilhelm 
Schultz, Frag- und Antwortbüchlein allerlei was im deutschen Vaterland besonders noth tut. 
Für den deutschen Bürgers- und Bauersmann (Frankfurt: Bayrhofer, 1819). 
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readership through underhanded circulation via bookstores throughout 
western and southwestern Germany.74 Here and elsewhere, small-scale 
printers nurtured a culture of local protest that might or might not 
connect to broader political issues. Put in business terms, a saleable 
pamphlet aimed at local consumption attracted printers still using hand 
presses, whose small print-runs yielded profits. Although mechanized 
printing arrived in 1814, most printers adopted the technology only in 
the 1840s and 1850s. Resembling an ancien-régime workshop more than 
a modern manufactory, the Verlagsbuchhandlung in the Age of Revolu-
tion made possible local oppositional tracts. The irony of local liberties 
and markets serving broader needs should not go unnoticed. Booksellers 
typically embraced the aspiration of a national market and were quick to 
point out the economic defects of Germany’s federalist legacy. Indeed, 
the term ‘particularism’ gained currency among certain liberals in the 
early nineteenth century as a pejorative term, while others recognized 
the democratic potential that inhered in cultural and political forms of 
federalism.75 Be that as it may, the Confederation’s decentralized cultural 
landscape provided them with an undeniably positive feature: a multi-
layered public sphere that accommodated small print-runs and voices in 
many registers. Provincial printers and their local reading communities 
played a critical role in shaping an oppositional political culture in the 
modern era. ‘Provincial modernity’ may appear to many as a contradic-
tion in terms, an oxymoron, but not for Central European booksellers in 
the Age of Revolution.76 

74 For smuggling links to Neustadt and Frankenthal, Landesarchiv Speyer, HI, Nr. 
809; for networks of book dealers in Frankfurt, Württemberg, Brüssels, Nassau, and 
Baden, see Reinhard Görisch and Thomas Michael Mayer eds., Untersuchungsberichte zur 
republikanischen Bewegung in Hessen 1831–1834 (Frankfurt am Main: Insel Verlag, 1982), 
51–60. 

75 Irmline Veit-Brause, ‘Partikularismus’, in Otto Brunner, Werner Conze and Rein-
hart Koselleck, eds., Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe. Historisches Lexikon zur politisch-sozialen 
Sprache in Deutschland, vol. 4 (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1978), 735–766, here 738–740. 
For the ‘democratic potential embedded in federalist trends which has not before received 
due recognition’, see Veit Brause, ‘Particularism: A Paradox of Cultural Nationalism?’ in 
J. C. Eade ed, Romantic Nationalism in Europe (Canberra: Humanities Research Centre, 
1983), 33–46; quote, 44. 

76 For the role of the province in the formation of modern aesthetics and intellectual 
circles, see Meike G. Werner, Moderne in der Provinz. Kulterelle Experimente im Fin de 
Siècle Jena (Göttingen: Wallstein Verlag, 2003); for the oxymoron of provincial modernity, 
15.
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Bookshops and Local Civic Practice 

The practice of circulating political dissent should not figure as an abstrac-
tion. In thinking about the various steps of authorship, production, 
transport, distribution, sale, and consumption, the physical locale of the 
bookstore looms as the ground zero of oppositional politics. Although 
there were other outlets in town and countryside, the bookstore stands 
out as the primary site where readers found access to forbidden literature. 
Indeed, certain forms of illicit material could be found only in book-
stores.77 Whether printed in house or conveyed into bookstores by carters 
of trusted publishing houses, banned literature found its way into book-
stores. While town squares, cafés, taverns, casinos, and associational life 
nurtured political deliberation, access to oppositional print often began 
in bookstores. 

Unfortunately, we know too little about the culture of bookshops and 
their underhand sales. Such book dealers as Kanter in Königsberg, Campe 
in Hamburg, Reclam in Leipzig, Hartknoch in Riga, Reimer in Berlin, 
or Heckenast in Pest were well known for having shops that served as 
cultural centres. Kanter’s store and lending library in Köngisberg became 
an open salon for Baltic luminaries (e.g., J.G. Hammann, I. Kant, J. G. 
Herder) to discuss the newest literature amidst university students and 
customers. Kanter encouraged distinguished patrons to use his premises 
as a ‘museum’, or a reading society, where they could write their letters 
and inspect the papers. Towards this end, he decorated his comptoir room 
with busts of Pindar, Tacitus, Caesar, and Plutarch, interspersed with 
portraits of King Frederick II and such contemporary Prussian luminaries 
as Kant, Mendelssohn, and Hippel. Kanter’s open embrace of freemasonry 
coloured discussions on philosophy, literature, and art, but politics were 
avoided.78 Georg Reimer’s residence in central Berlin, which also served 
as shop and press, attracted a liberal clientele. He counted Schleiermacher 
and Fichte as frequent guests, and Friedrich Dahlmann spent a month at 
Reimer’s residence after his dismissal from the University of Göttingen in

77 This is not to say that other forms of market print lacked political charge. Rather, 
explicit critiques of political authority were typically obtained through the hand-to-hand 
transfer between a book merchant and trusted client. For the broader field of popular 
political culture, see James M. Brophy, Popular Culture and the Public Sphere in the 
Rhineland, 1800–1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007). 

78 A. Hagen, ‘Die Buchhändler Kanter und Nicoluvius in Königsberg’, Neue Preußische 
Provinzial-Blätter 9 (1850), 232–252, here 242–243. 
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1837.79 Reclam’s ‘Literary Museum’ in Leipzig, founded in 1828, served 
as a meeting place to read and discuss politics. The library’s reading room 
nurtured political debate, as confirmed by a travel guide in 1835: ‘The 
most varied political views and opinions are announced there, and one 
gathers that the juste milieu has taken firm root in the Museum’.80 

But less prominent bookstores also doubled as meeting places and 
centres of political activity. Johann Heinrich Meidinger in Frankfurt, for 
example, took donations for Sylvester Jordan’s trial in 1830, set out peti-
tions to sign, acted as liaison for such émigré authors as Jacob Venedey 
and, not least, published illegal flysheets for particular customers.81 Ferdi-
nand Hirt, a bookseller in Breslau, served as a liaison between Polish exiles 
and oppositional figures in Warsaw, and he further procured for them the 
works of Proudhon, the French socialist. Hirt came into close contact 
with Polish intellectuals as an apprentice at the Korn bookshop in Breslau, 
which also served as a meeting point for the Polish cause.82 Bookshops 
as make-shift salons were not uncommon. Carl Friedrich Kunz’s store 
in Bamberg served as a meeting place for E. T. A. Hoffmann, Jean 
Paul, Karl Friedrich Wetzel, and other Romantic authors, and he himself 
published parodies under the penname of Zacharias Funck.83 August 
Stülpnagel’s bookstore in Berlin similarly became the meeting place of 
such intellectuals as Friedrich Karl von Savigny, Adolf Stahr, Jacob, and 
Wilhelm Grimm, Bettina von Arnim, Wilhelm Raabe, and other univer-
sity professors.84 For centuries, argues Siegfred Taubert, bookshops were

79 Rudolf Schmidt ed., Deutsche Buchhändler, deutsche Buchdrucker. Beiträge zu einer 
Firmengeschichte des deutschen Buchgewerbes 6 vols. (Berlin: Weber 1902–1908; reprint, 
Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1979), 1034. 

80 Ferdinand Stolle Sachsens Hauptstädte. Ein humoristisches Doppelpanorama (Leipzig: 
Wigand 1834–1835) quoted in Dietrich Bode, 150 Jahre Reclam. Daten, Bilder u. 
Dokumente zur Verlagsgeschichte, 1828–1978 (Leipzig: Reclam, 1978), 8. 

81 Karl Glossy ed., Literarische Geheimberichte aus dem Vormärz, reprint ed. 
(Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1975), II, 6, 66–67. 

82 Lukasz Bieniasz, ‘Verleger, Kulturmissionär und Schmuggler. Ferdinand Hirt und sein 
Verlag 1832 bis 1879’, in Urszula Bonter e.a. eds., Verlagsmetropole Breslau 1800–1945 
(Munich: de Gruyter Oldenbourg, 2015), 213–216. 

83 Wulf Segebrecht, ‘Carl Friedrich Kunz’, Neue Deutsche Biographie 13 (1982), 307. 
84 Martino, Die deutsche Leihbibliothek, 179. 
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a site of conversation about printed ideas, and these bookshops were no 
exception.85 

Philipp Christmann in Neustadt, Georg Ritter in Zweibrücken, and 
Johann Georg August Wirth in Homburg printed the literature of the 
Hambach Festival and its Press Association, but their premises also 
became meeting places for distribution and discussion of oppositional 
political thought. In 1831, after the government forbade the editors 
of the Deutsche Tribune to mail issues to subscribers, the newspaper 
instructed readers to buy copies at their local bookstores. Georg Ritter’s 
Zweibrücken bookshop acted as the distribution centre, but readers in 
Munich were directed to Schäffer’s store in the Perusagasse.86 When resi-
dents of Homburg demonstrated outside Wirth’s press to protest the 
state’s closure of his Verlagsbuchhandlung in 1831, their protests also 
signalled a broader allegiance to constitutional politics.87 The Frank-
furt bookshop of Bernhard Körner and his son Karl also nurtured a 
community of liberal patrons. The bookstore vended such banned mate-
rial as Vorrede zu Heinrich Heines Französische Zustände (1833) and 
J.G.A.Wirth’s Volkshalle (1840), which, according to police reports, 
attracted ‘republican-minded men of the lower classes’.88 In 1836, Karl 
Körner flagrantly displayed banned texts of Heine in his windows, and 
when the court sentenced him to four weeks in jail, he refused to go. 
Remarkably, the government altered the sentence to a monetary fine for 
fear of public demonstration.89 The anxiety over public outcry not only 
suggests the political character of local support but also illuminates how 
state officials tolerated and accommodated local political will. The tacit 
recognition of potential unruliness in urban publics reflects how officials 
anticipated and muted local demonstrations of protest. The decision to 
cede ground to local interests calls attention to the residual power of

85 For the role of bookshops facilitating ‘exchange of thoughts’, Siegfried Taubert, 
Bibliopolia. Bilder und Texte aus der Welt des Buchhandels. 2 vols. (Hamburg/New York: 
Hauswedell, 1966), I, 49. 

86 Elisabeth Hüls e.a. eds., Deutsche Tribüne (1831–1832). Bd. 2 (Munich: K.G. Saur, 
2007), 19, 47. 

87 Landesarchiv Speyer, Best. H1, Nr. 782. 
88 Glossy ed., Literarische Geheimberichte, I, 179; III, 16. 
89 Vienna, Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Central Informations Protocolle 1836 I-III, 

13 Jan 1836; Glossy ed., Literarische Geheimberichte, I, 202. 
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urban institutions and commercial enterprises to make claims for civic 
liberties. 

Police reports from Stuttgart in 1837 also complained of unruly 
readers who believed that ‘bookstores are free’ and stood outside of 
government control. Stuttgart was ‘paved with bookstores’, which formed 
‘an interconnected society’. Police spies emphasized the presence of 
‘shoemakers and tailors’ under the sway of ‘Württemberg’s opposition’, 
patrons who encouraged the sale of ‘irresponsible reportage’. In regard 
to the rash of new bookstores and their atmosphere, ‘one thinks that 
they are more of an association than a bookshop’.90 The ringleader was 
a typesetter ‘who is going for broke, for he has nothing to lose’ and 
his ‘not-fully-informed clientele want to win’. Working-class readers and 
their ‘malicious spirit’ found sanctuary in the region’s small ‘corner estab-
lishments’.91 Print shops as redoubts of oppositional talk were hardly 
unique to Stuttgart. Although we associate Robert Blum, Karl Bieder-
mann, Friedrich Bassermann, Karl Mathy, and Edgar and Bruno Bauer as 
authors, politicians, and intellectuals, they also ran bookstores in Leipzig, 
Mannheim, and Berlin. Such commercial spaces clearly served other 
functions. 

These examples point to the importance of urban communities to 
explain how a reconstituted civil society unfolded in Central Europe. 
Such forms of local agency nullify the persistent cliché of Restoration 
readers as too somnolent to absorb the age’s impulses or too timid to 
contest the passive political roles imposed upon them by the Congress of 
Vienna and the German Confederation. The examples from Hamburg, 
Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Leipzig and numerous other locations of bookstores 
explain how the tradition of Stadtluft macht frei (‘city life sets us free’) 
served the creative energies of a newer brand of oppositional politics. To 
be sure, the process was gradual and uneven. The slow erosion of the 
early modern ideals of ‘classless civil society’ and the ‘hometown Bürger ’ 
over the course of the early nineteenth century still provided ground for 
bourgeois enclaves to defend corporatist customs and its accompanying 
forms of political and cultural exclusion. But state initiatives (freedoms 
of movement, occupation, and residency) and economic transformation 
(attrition of guilds and hometown restrictions) since the Napoleonic

90 Ibid., I, 104–105. 
91 Ibid., I, 105. 
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era inexorably recast urban culture, which reconfigured the traditional 
civic rights of earlier urban communities.92 Their spheres of commerce, 
justice, and municipal governance now strengthened the demands of 
readers for a free press and the right to form opinions at variance with 
higher authorities. The era’s widening public sphere drew on an existing 
cultural infrastructure whose print ecology enabled ideological dissent 
to challenge and undermine Restoration authority. Civic virtue (Bürg-
ertugend), which traditionally stressed communal harmony (Eintracht ) 
and the commonweal (Gemeinwohl), now nurtured newer forms of civic 
engagement, which included the freedom to disagree. Local agency, 
whether in small provincial towns or major urban centres, is critical to this 
story. What is more, the constitutional setbacks at the national level belie 
the vibrant activity in towns and cities. Echoing Oliver Zimmer’s insight 
about local communities in the late nineteenth century, town life ran on 
tracks different from those at the national level. The former was not a 
microcosm of the latter.93 The official information order of Germany 
and Austria fails to capture the cultural pulses of town life, whose inher-
ited practices of communal liberties accommodated political opposition 
in a new key. Here one observes a noteworthy cultural continuity in the 
Age of Revolutions. The wayward behaviour of booksellers and readers 
infused German-language print circuits with a pervasive discourse about 
rights-bearing citizenship ideals, but grafting those revolutionary claims of 
universal freedom onto the inherited practices of early modern mercantile 
and communal liberties remained a decades-long cultural process.

92 The literature on nineteenth-century Bürgertum is too large to cite comprehensively 
but for an overview see: Jürgen Kocka ed., Bürgum im 19. Jahrhundert. Deutschland 
im europäischen Vergleich (München: Beck, 1988); Lothar Gall, Vom alten zum neuen 
Bürgertum: die mitteleuropäische Stadt im Umbruch 1780–1820 (München: Oldenbourg, 
1991); Jonathan Sperber, ‘Bürger, Bürgertum, Bürgerliche Gesellschaft: Studies of the 
German (Upper) Middle Class and its Sociocultural World’, Journal of Modern History 
69: 2 (1997), 271–297; Manfred Hettling and Stefan-Ludwig Hoffmann eds, Der bürg-
erliche Wertehimmel: Innenansichten des 19. Jahrhunderts (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck und 
Ruprecht, 2000); and Till van Rahden, ‘Jews and the Ambivalences of Civil Society in 
Germany, 1800–1933: Assessment and Reassessment’, Journal of Modern History 77: 4 
(2005), 1024–1047. For the classic argument on German hometowns, see Mack Walker, 
German Home Towns: Community, State, and General Estate, 1648–1871 (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1971). 

93 Oliver Zimmer, Remaking the Rhythms of Life. German Communities in the Age of 
the Nation-State (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013). 
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Conclusion 

Dispersed widely in hundreds of towns throughout Central Europe, 
booksellers constituted critical nodal points of a network of political 
communication that promoted the freedom of the press. Exploiting the 
legal freedoms of a commercial enterprise, book dealers tested the bound-
aries of censorship, vended forbidden literature sous main, and cultivated 
clientele for oppositional politics. A tacit ‘sanction of precedent’ justi-
fied such transgressions. Long-established conventions condoned illegal 
manoeuvres, as did the Enlightenment’s credo of transparency and toler-
ance: let readers judge for themselves. In plying their trade in a new era, 
publishers deployed older strategies and mindsets to great effect. 

During the Restoration Era, codes of communication evolved. 
Discourses on rights-bearing citizenship ideals tinted print markets 
with ideological hues, altering the consequences of time-honoured 
practices. Although banned literature in the early eighteenth century 
carried a penalty, the punishment for illegal political print became more 
severe after Napoleon. Despite fines and prison sentences, many book 
dealers combined principle with profit to pursue subversive publishing 
programmes that nettled governments well into the nineteenth century. 
When the Kaiserreich’s antisocialist laws once again banned newspapers 
between 1878 and 1890, Der Sozialdemokrat, printed in Höttingen-
Zürich, reached tens of thousands of readers through tactics and smug-
gling routes inherited from an earlier era.94 When complaining to 
Friedrich Engels in April 1884 about police raids on the newspaper, 
August Bebel nonetheless noted that ‘the smuggling paths are so certain, 
that they don’t catch us when crossing the border’.95 The clandes-
tine reading culture of socialists owes its success in part to an older 
infrastructure of print markets addressed in this essay. 

The persistence of ancien-régime publishing networks had, then, 
certain advantages. To be sure, most printers advocated a unified national 
state that would obviate unnecessary tariffs, literary piracy, and myriad 
currencies. Their good business sense embraced an ideological opposition

94 Vernon Lidtke, The Outlawed Party. Social Democracy in Germany, 1878–1890 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966), 93–97. 

95 August Bebel and Friedrich Engels, 18 April 1884, in Horst Bartel et al. eds., August 
Bebel. Ausgewählte Reden und Schriften. Vol. 2, Part 2 (Berlin: Dietz, 1978), 133–134. 
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to state interference, just as their aspiration of constitutional nationhood 
accorded with the tenet of free expression. In this light, the ideal of an 
unfettered national market of ideas is logical and framed the programmes 
of liberals and radicals alike. Yet, ideals aside, they also recognized 
the equally important reality that print shops dispersed throughout the 
German-speaking lands ensured that no one state controlled the public 
sphere. The vast archipelago of printers in dozens of states prevented 
any regional print monopoly, especially when publishers drew on their 
venerable repertoire of circumvention to circulate contraband print. This 
sanctioned precedent buttresses an overarching argument of this volume: 
inherited customs are not necessarily conservative, nor are they inimical 
to innovation. Older business practices proved adaptive and flexible to 
contest newer claims of governmental regulation. Of particular impor-
tance is the broader cultural infrastructure that sustained this repertoire. 
Buttressing the civic courage and profit motive of booksellers was a dense 
complex web of affiliations that made possible clandestine networks: book 
commissioners, print-shop workers, warehouse employees, book-fair staff, 
carters, teamsters, customs officials, border guards, censors, judges, jury 
members, and, not least, customers. In one form or another, all were 
complicit in undermining state authority. More than a physical site, book-
shops constituted a cultural institution that not only provided access to 
forbidden texts but also allowed readers to practice the democratic tenet 
of independent judgement.96 Emboldened by cultural precedent, individ-
uals sought access to the critical margins of the public sphere that recast 
citizenship ideals. In sum, the hybrid book- and print shop (Verlagsbuch-
handlung) stands among the cultural traditions that promoted modern 
political participation, and its achievements are grounded in the mental-
ities and practices of the early modern book trade. ‘Societies are held 
together and partially constituted by fragile networks of accumulated 
practices and institutions’, write Mark Salber Phillips and Gorden Scho-
chet.97 The observation captures the essence of Germany’s print culture.

96 As Till van Rahden has argued for the Federal Republic of Germany, democracy 
is not merely a form of government but also a Lebensform: complex of practices and 
attitudes for which specific places, spaces, and institutions provide a cultural foundation 
for democratic life. But the civic practices and the cultural sense of democracy have, of 
course, a longer history. See Demokratie. Eine gefährdete Lebensform (Frankfurt: Campus, 
2019). 

97 Mark Phillips and Gordon Schochet, Questions of Tradition (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2004), x. 
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The power of inherited practices, the force of markets, and the civic 
patronage of publishers helped launch constitutional citizenship, a hall-
mark feature of the Age of Revolution. 
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